Call for new editor for Global Dialogue

Applications: June 3rd, 2022

The International Sociological Association (ISA) is seeking to cover the position of editor for Global Dialogue, the association’s electronic magazine https://globaldialogue.isa-sociology.org

The ISA is welcoming expressions of interest from individual scholars or teams of co-editors from the same or different institutions. The successful appointee shall begin their service as of August 2nd, 2022 for an initial period of 3 years, subject to renewal on a 2+2 basis.

Global Dialogue is an open-access, digital magazine that appears 3 times a year in multiple languages. It is a lively forum for conducting debates within our discipline. It contains clashing views, visions and accounts from different corners of the globe and offers a sociological lens on current world events, underlining our continuing relevance to public debates, Global Dialogue publishes interviews with scholars in the world of sociology, symposia with groups of articles on common themes, reports on ISA Forum and World Congress, theoretical sociological perspectives, sociological controversies, sections with articles from specific countries, open sections with different articles and perspectives from all over the world, and special sections referring to pressing issues of our times.

Editor’s Role

Editors are responsible for preparing an English language edition which is then translated by teams of sociologists across the globe. Editors should, therefore, be fluent in English and have a wide-ranging network to solicit articles from different places on diverse topics. They should attend the annual meetings of the Publications Committee and report on their activities and budget.

Expressions of interest of individual scholars or teams should be submitted to Eloisa Martin, ISA Vice-President for Publications, isa.vp.publications@gmail.com with a copy to ISA Secretariat, isa@isa-sociology.org.

In preparing the expression of interest, please include

- an updated CV (up to 2 pages)
- a summary of your experience relevant to the editorship (1 page)
- ideas for further developing Global Dialogue (1 page)
- information on the kind / level of support your institution will give you in undertaking the role of Editor (1 page)
- a letter of confirmation from your chair or other appropriate university authority

The closing date for applications is June 3rd, 2022. Shortlisted applicants will be interviewed in early June. If you have any queries send them directly to Eloisa Martin, ISA VP Publications isa.vp.publications@gmail.com.